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ANSWER 5 QUESTIONS ONLY

Ql: A diffraction-limited continuous 500 Watt, 2 mm diameter Gaussian Nd: YAG laser was

selected to cut a steel sheet. If half of tl-re incident power is reflected out of the steel surtace, use the

given data to specify if the cutting is possible. (12 marks)

Q2: 60 nm spectral width LED drives a 10 Km single mode fiber and having a material dispersion

of (-100 ps/I(m-rnm-'; fo, the wavelength centered at ()": 800 nm).

(A). If the LED is pulsed on and off in 5 ns, work out the pulse length when it arrives at the end of
the waveguide. (6 marks)
(B). Find the maximum practical pulse rate fbr this system, if the received pulses are to be

distinguished from one another. (6 marks)

Q3: Write the scientific principle behind each of the follorn'ing applications: (12 marks)
(l) Laser hair removal, (2) Single mode fiber transmission, (3) Laser angular rotation measurement,

(4) Laser dental photoablation, (5) Laser acne treatment, (6) Laser communications, (7) Sun screen

protection, (8) Laserhardening, (9) Laser car's wheel alignment and balance, (10) Laser surgery.

qi-a: Calculate the frequency shift corresponding to a rotation rate of 4.85 x 10-7 rad/s when a He-

Ne laser (),: 633 nm) based 1Ocm side length gyroscope was used. (6 marks)

Q4-B: Work out the temperature of a 0.05 mm thick glass slide inside a thermal coating chamber,

employing a 633 nm He-Ne laser [Room temperature : 27 oC, number of cycles on chart : 5,

inc-iaence angle:60o, and (K) the linear.*punrion coelficient of glass:9x10-6]. (6 marks)

Q5: Skin wrinkles are to be treated by 2ms duration, 2Jpulse energy, and 2mm diameter diode laser

operating at 980 nm. Work out:
(A). Thermal relaxation time. (4 marks)
(B). Irradiation time required before damaging tlie epidermal layer. (4 marks)
(C). Rise in temperature (AT) of the skin layer. (4 marks)

Q6-A: 5 Joule, 0. 5 ms Nd: YAC laser pulses, and a f-ocusing lens, were used to drill a steel sheet. If
the laser spot area on the steel surface is 0.0025 cm2 and 40% of the incident energy is reflected,

work out the laser intensity at the surface. Is this intensity enough to drill the hole? (8 marks)

Q6-B: Explain the principle of photothrmolysis in laser medical applications. (4 marks)

[For steel: thermal conductivity:0.2 W/cn"r. K, thermal diffusivity= 0.05 cm2/s, boiling point:
1520 

oC, density : 8 g/cm3, specific heat: 0.45 W's/g' K].

[For epitlermal skin layer: thermal conductivity, k : 0.4 W/m. K, thermal diffusivity, N : I '2 x

107 1m2/s;, density, p: 1040 Kg/m3, specific heat, c = 4000 J/Kg. K, and absorption coefficient of

epidermal layer, pa= 0.241.
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Ql A) sketch the PIPO register with tnrth table and draw timing diagram , describe the operation

of this type

B) 1- Why are ROMs called nonvolatile memory? .

2- The horizontal axis of an oscilloscope is normally calibrated in units of

3- draw the block diagram of Flip-flop Symbols

Q2 A) 1- A correct output is achieved from a master-slave J-K flipflop only if its inputs are stable while the:

a) clock is LOW b) slave is transferring c) flipflop is reset d) clock is HIGH

2- describe the 4-bit Universal Shift Register 74LSl94 with draw the block diagram

3- Serial format means digital signals are:

B) l-what are the Rules of Inverting Amplifier?

., 2- A comparison between ringand johnson counters indicates that:
Q3 A) l- write the comparison between primary and secondary memory ?

2- The voltages in digital electronics are continuously variable.

a)true b) false

B), sketch the Asynchronous Decade Counter with drew the truth table and timing diagram

Q4 A) l- find l0l l.0l +l l0.l :?

2- Can printed music be represented using binary?

3- Fixed transformers have:

B) l- writethetruthtable and logic expression ( y) ofthe fig below
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2- What is used to graphically show the time relationship between two or more digital waveforms?

3- what is the maximum resistance vflue for a gray , blue, red , gold resistor ?

Q5 A) $ define 555 TIMER and expline MONOSTABLE MODE with draw the electronic circuit

B) l-Write a Boolean SOP expression for table as below and draw a logic gate circuit

2‐ Which bus is bidirectional?

→data bus b)COntrol bus c)adddss bus d)multiplexed bus

Q6A)cxpl」 n thc edge tritted RS F.F with draw the bl∝ k diarm

B)1-Advantagく s)Ofan EEPROM Overan EPROM is//arc
2-prove (A+BXA+C):AB+C and draw the logic circuit with truth tabel

3- The toggle condition in a master-slave./-K flipflop means that eand 6 will switch to their
state(s) at the

a) opposite, active clock edge b) inverted, positive clock edge c) quiescent, negative clock edge
d) reset, synchronous clock edge

Good luck

A
B C output

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0
1 0 1 1

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1
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Answer only five Questions (10 degree for each)

Q1- A- Drive the density of state in three dimensions'

B- State the types of the photonic crystals and explain the difference between

photonic crystal and solid state crystal'

Q2- A- Define and drive Wiedman Franz law'

B- Explain with the required mathematical expression and charts effects of

temPerature on Fermi Function'

Q3* A- Prove that the classical free electron theory verify ohms's law

B- State the type of electron Emission' explain with details one of them'

Q4- A- A tungsten wire of unknown composition emits 0'1 amp/cm2 at a

temperature of 1900 K' find the work function qf tungsten filament'

Determinedwhetherthetungstenispureorcontaminatedwithsubstance
of lower work function' Given that A=60'2 amp/cm2/k2'

B- Drive the electrical conductivity using Summer field theory'

Q5-A- ForAg if you knowthat P= 1'5x10-8 ohm'm at273Kcalculate x''

B-state the drawback of classical free electron theory'

Q6- A- Drive the specific heat by quantum theory'

B-Draw the following diffraction planes (111)' (2'2'2\' ll'O'O)
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Answer five questions only

Ql) A: Derive the system matrix for two thin lenses separated by a distance ! in air and apply its
equation for two thin convex lenses having equal focal lensth and separated by a distance equal
four times their focal lensths. (8 Merks)
B: Show anal5rtically that a beam entering a planar trensparent plate emetges parallel to its
initial direction. Derive an expression for the lateral displacement of the beam. (6 Marks)

Q2) A: Given a convex -phnar glass lens, radius l(X) mm, thickness l0 mm. and refractive index is
1.5. Use the ynu rav trace to find the location and heieht of the image for an object 20 mm
height above the a対 s and located 300 1mm1 lo the left ofthe rlrst surFace. (8 Marks)
B: Derive the conditions for the brieht and dark lines that occur at point P, in Young's
interference experiment, starting from the law of cosines to the triangle. (6 Marks)

Q3) A: Design a Fraunhofer acrhromatic doublet of focal length 50 cm using cnown glass and flint
glass. The lenses have cetalogued indices of (n" =1.50763, nd =1.51009, and nr =1.51566) for
'crown lens and (n =1.61503, no =1.62(X)4, and nr =1.63208) for flint lens. (8 Marks)
B: What ranse of motion should the 50 mm focal length lens camem have, ilthe crmera is to be
crpeble of photogrephing objects as close'rs 50 cm from the lens? What is the aoerturc diametbr
when the diaphragm is set at F/2.8 and atf/16? (6 Marks)

Q4) A: Derive the numerical aperture equation for an optical fiber and aoolv it for a single mode
optical fiber has a cone index 1.62 and a clade index 1.52. What is its maximum acceptance
ande? (8 Marks)
B: A telescope with an objective focal length 60 cm and an eyepiece of focel length 1.5 cm is used
to examine an object !g long that is 20 m a way. If the image distance of the eyepiece is 25 cm,
what is the apoarent length of the object? (6 Marls)

Q5: Explain briefly and sketch the following questions:-
A: The cardinal points of a well-corrected optical system.
B: The lens coma and astigmatism aberrations.
C The laser beam expander.

Q6: Explain briefly and sketch the following questions:-
A: The optical fibers and their applications in optical sensors.

B: The effect of stops on lens aberrations.
C: The eve and the defects of eve vision.

(14 Marks)

(14 Marks)
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0.02pm.

Q3/ A- Describe the ion implantation technique

Ql/ A- Explain with drawings the CVD technique.

B- State the effect thermal oxidation process on impurity redistribution

Q2l A- Discuss the Fick's laws and state their importance in semiconductor

technology.

B- Calculate the oxidation time required to grow dry thermal oxide of 0.4pm

thick on (1 I 1) orientation silicon at 950'C, if A: 0.08 pm, B : 0.035 pm2lh and x;:

its advantagcs over thc

:,

B- Explain the planar diode for monolithic circuits.

Q4l A- Talk briefly about the electron beam evaporation technique and mention its

advantages.

B- Define four of the following: (1) shallow impurities (2) chemical etching (3)

Ohmic contact (4) unwanted impurities (5) VMOS technology.

::Q5/ A- Explain the photolithography stages and show its,'limita'tioryiand what'are.

the solutions for this limitation.

B- Draw the flow chart ofdesign sequence for D/A convertor.

Note: Each question has 17.5 marks

and statc
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Ql/ A- Explain with drawings the CVD technique.

B- State the effect thermal oxidation process on ihpurity redistribution

Q2/ L- Discuss the Fick's laws and state their importance in semiconductor

technology.

B- Calculate the oxidation time required to grow dry thermal oxide of 0.4pm

thick on (11 1) orientation silicon at 950oC, if A: 0.08 pm, B : 0.035 pm2lh and x1:

0.02um.

and state its advantages over theQ3/ A- Describe the ion implantation technique

thermal diffu sion technique.

B- Explain the planar diode for monolithic circuits.

Q4/ A- Talk briefly about the electron beam evaporation technique and mention its

advantages.

B- Define four of the following: (l) shallow impurities (2) chemical etching (3)

Ohmic contact (4) unwanted impurities (5) VMOS technology.

Q5/ A- Explain the photolithography stages and show its limitation,.and,.wlrat,are

the solutions for this limitation.

B- Draw the flow chart ofdesign sequence for D/A convertor.

Note: Each question has 17.5 marks

Answer FOUR, guestions only
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Attempt Five Question Only

Q1- Sketch the following laser system diagrams , including system layout, gas

filling systems, power supplies and vacuum system if necessary :U- CO2 laser and

2)- Cu vapor laser. 
( t o )

Q2- a)-Derive an equation for the small signal gain , for laser system of tow gain

active medium , with laser cavity cases of high and low mirror reflectivity's.

b)- Calculate the small signal gain for an.Argon ion laser, where the laser

cavity having mirrors reftectivity's of gg.gg% and 94.5%, and the scattering losses

areO.5% per pass. Assume that the cavity length, L=0.4m, is equalto the active
gaih length.

(t .,)

Q3- Give a brief idea about the following : a)- active laser gyroscope b)- Laser

safety.

(to)

Qa- fry the followings:

1)- An argon ion laser operbting at 488.0 nm with a gain region length of 0.3 m
is determined to have a population density of 1016 atom/m3 in the upper taser

tevet and 4x 101s atom / m3 in the lower taser level. lf a very tow power probe
beam of intensity lo is transmitted into the gain medium then what woutd be the
measured ratio of I I lo, where, l, is the out beam intensity after traversing the
active medium? Note: B, = 5 and g, =4.

2)- What is the small signalgain coefficient of laser in problem 1, assuming
the cross section oD =2.5x10-15 m2 .

(t")
L-2
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Q5- A low signal Probe beam of the same wavelength as the laser is passed

through the gain medium of an 8mm diameter Nd-YAG laser rod is flash-lamp

pumped. The probe beam with input intensity of lo is measured to be a factor of 10

higher when it emerged from the gain medium ( i.e | / lo =10 ) . The same laser

rod under the same pumping conditions is used as amplifier to increase the power

of another Nd-YAG laser beam. lf the input intensity from that other laser is a

factor of 10 above I saturation when it enter the amplifier , what would be the power

emerging from the output end of the iaser rod ? Assume that the beam is the

same diameter as the rod.
(t o)

. - 
e6l'Derive Fiesnel equations for the case where the B field is parallel to the plane

of incidence. Calculate the transmission and reflection coefficient for an incident

pane polarized light, on medium of refractive index is equal to 1.3, at 30o with the

normal , where the ambient medium is air. Also calculate.the Brewster window

for the medium.

Ltr)

2‐2


